
Mathematis 376 { Probability and Statistis IILab Day 2/Disussion { Con�dene IntervalsFebruary 13, 2006BakgroundWe have now introdued the \large-sample" on�dene intervals for means and di�er-enes of means, proportions and di�erenes of proportions. We use the point estimatorsfrom the table on page 371 to derive the on�dene interval estimators.For example, the large-sample level (1� �)� 100% two-sided on�dene interval fora mean is(1) � = Y � z�=2 �pnWhen we don't know the population �, we approximate with the sample standard deviations. Nevertheless, he onept of on�dene intervals is a notoriously \slippery" one. It iseasy to go from the intuitively appealing \on�dene level" (1� �)� 100% to statementsthat seem to be saying the same thing, but are misleading at best, and ompletely mean-ingless at worst. To use this idea reliably to make inferenes from real-world data, it is veryimportant to understand exatly what it means. The purposes of today's lab/disussionare to1) Reinfore the exat meaning of the on�dene level (1� �)� 100% by sampling andanalyzing the on�dene intervals we get.2) Look ritially at some of the misleading or meaningless ways that the idea of aon�dene interval an be \abused."New MapleOur lass Maple statistis pakage ontains a proedure alled CIPlot whih reatesa graphi illustrating the meaning of on�dene intervals. The proedure uses the formula(1) above (substituting � = s with eah sample) to onstrut on�dene intervals for themean from samples from a normal population. Consult the online doumentation for theMaple pakage (link on ourse homepage) to see how it works, and how to interpret theoutput. You an also examine the soure ode in the MSP.map �le if you're interested.Lab/Disussion Questions(You will probably want to reate a Maple worksheet ontaining the requested plots, plusanswers to the questions below.)1) Use the CIPlot proedure to generate the plot showing 100 95% on�dene intervalsfor the mean, generated from samples of size N = 35 from a normal population with� = 20 and � = 4:5. 1



2) Explain what your plot shows. In partiular, how many of the intervals ontain � = 20and how many do not? How does that relate to the 95% on�dene level?3) Will the plot always show exatly 95 intervals ontaining the population mean � = 20?In what sense do 95% of the on�dene intervals ontain � = 20. (You may want togenerate several more plots using CIPlot { eah all uses new random samples, so theresults will be di�erent.)4) (Try to answer this before going to Maple, then use the proedure to hek youranswer.) Suppose you now use CIPlot to study the 90% on�dene intervals for themean (i.e. new �), generated from samples of the same size N = 35 from the samenormal population with � = 20 and � = 4:5. What will hange?5) (Try to answer this before going to Maple, then use the proedure to hek youranswer.) Suppose you now use CIPlot to study the 95% on�dene intervals for themean (same � as in 1 above), generated from samples of the new size N = 70 fromthe same normal population with � = 20 and � = 4:5. What will hange (apart fromthe fat that the omputation will take somewhat longer)? When you hek yourintuition, be sure to look arefully at the horizontal axis sales.6) Suppose you now use CIPlot to study the 95% on�dene intervals for the mean (same� as in 1 above), generated from samples of the new size N = 10 from the same normalpopulation with � = 20 and � = 4:5. Run the proedure 10 times and ompute thetotal number of intervals that ontain � = 20. (You only need to show the graph forthe last one in your lab report.) The results here should be di�erent from the otherases. Why is that true? (Reall that when we don't know �, we approximate it bythe sample standard deviation s. What is the exat distribution of Y��s=pN ? What doyou onlude here?)7) A ommon misoneption about on�dene intervals an be stated as follows: \Whenyou ompute the 95% on�dene interval for the mean from a partiular sample,there's a 95% hane that the population mean is ontained in your interval." Thisstatement (taken literally) is atually meaningless { why? What ould you do tomodify the statement so that it makes sense and is a true statement about on�deneintervals?8) Another ommon misoneption about on�dene intervals an be stated as follows:\When you inrease the sample size N the width of the (1 � �) � 100% on�deneinterval always dereases." This statement is atually false { why? What ould youdo to modify the statement so that it makes sense and is a true statement abouton�dene intervals?9) A �nal ommon (and tempting) misoneption about on�dene intervals deals withthis situation. Say we are using the interval to deide whether evidene from samples2



supports the hypothesis that a population mean � has a partiular value �0. If thevalue �0 is ontained in a on�dene interval but is far from the midpoint (even verylose to one endpoint), it is tempting to think that the evidene indiates possibly� 6= �0. On Friday, 2/10 we said that this is an inorret dedution in this situation.However, we did not give a reason. Look arefully bak at your results from part 1.Explain why onluding � 6= �0 on the basis of one on�dene interval where �0 islose to an endpoint is not a orret onlusion.AssignmentGroup writeups due in lass Monday, February 20.
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